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Create
a Plan

Learn &
Reassess

Empower students to build and
customize their very own roadmap for
academic, career and future success.
For over 20 years we’ve been helping schools, districts and states ensure children graduate with
personalized plans for college and career success. Last year, we rebranded from Career Cruising to
Xello and, with that, introduced a brand-new program of the same name. Our engaging software helps
every student build an online portfolio that reflects their interests, skills, experiences, goals and plans.
As students build their vibrant roadmap and the knowledge needed for future success, educators can
track and measure student progress in real-time -- making for easy reporting against state mandates like
Chapter 339. With programs from Xello you’ll get:
• Engaging assessments that help students
uncover their skills, interests and aspirations
• Vibrant career, college and major profiles that let
students fully explore a variety of future options
and pathways
• Fully integrated course planning that empowers
students to build academic plans that align to
their aspirations
• Turnkey college and career readiness curriculum,
with digital lessons that help students build the
skills and knowledge they’ll need for lifelong
success.
• Interactive planning tools empower students to
build a visual roadmap for achieving their goals

• Easy to understand reporting that shows
engagement, activity, portfolio completion rates
and plans both at a student and school level.
• Dedicated support, training and guidance
from Xello’s in-house team of Client Success,
Onboarding and Solutions experts.
• Access across multiple devices (phone, tablet +
desktop) and languages (English and Spanish)
• An out-of-the-box tool for fulfilling Pennsylvania’s
Chapter 339 requirements.

Visit www.iu17.org/xello to learn more,
or call us at 570-323-8561 Ext. 1029

Why Educators Love Xello
When you choose Xello you’re choosing a partner in future readiness for all students.
achieve the insight they need to transform aspirations into actionable plans. Here’s how:
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Future readiness for ALL students
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Xello helps every student build a plan for a
successful future—regardless of background
or chosen pathway.
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Student-centered experience

Xello delivers an experience that meets WCAG 2.0
(Level AA) standards with full keyboard, screen
reader, and low vision accessibility.
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Only Xello puts students at the center of their
unique personal journey with roadmaps that
are rooted in self-discovery and awareness.
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Engaging original content
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Extensively tested
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Fully integrated lessons
& curriculum

Vibrant, insightful reporting
Xello features a robust set of reporting tools that
allow educators and administrators to track and
manage student progress at the individual, class,
school, and district level.

Xello was created and is continuously improved
by thousands of hours of research with real
students and educators, as well as the input of
industry experts.
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Multilingual
Professionally translated, Xello is available in
English, French and soon Spanish. Students and
educators can access it in their preferred language.

Created by in-house experts, Xello’s content is
rich, vibrant and engaging. It has been developed
specifically with students in mind to keep them
interested both in, and out, of the classroom.
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Completely accessible

20+ years of expertise
We’ve helped thousands of educators launch
and run successful future readiness initiatives.
From small districts to state- and province-wide
implementations, we’ve done it all.
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Xello’s immersive interactive lessons support
real learning and can easily be woven into
curriculum, assigned as self-paced lessons,
or used as milestones of progress.

Straightforward, personalized
onboarding
The team at Xello will design a personalized
onboarding plan and guide you through the
implementation process—providing dedicated
ongoing assistance and resources to help you
get the most out of Xello.

2018-19 BLaST IU17 Consortuim Pricing
for New Districts
Student Type

New Student Pricing

Small District Pricing

Regular Pricing

High School (9-12)

$3.60 / Student

$2,400 / District

$4.95 / Student

Middle School (6-8)

$3.00 / Student

$1,200 / District

$4.25 / Student

Elemenrtary (K-5)

$1.50 / Student

$500 / District

$1.50 / Student

Year 1 Success Fees (integration one-time fee)
School Type

Pricing for PA

High School (9-12)

$800

Middle School (6-8)

$400

Elemenrtary (K-5)

$250
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Talk to us!

570-323-8561 Ext. 1029

www.iu17.org/xello

